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Laser based accelerator for ultracold atoms
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We present our first results on our implementation of a laser based accelerator for ultracold atoms. Atoms cooled to a
temperature of 420 nK are confined and accelerated by means of laser tweezer beams, and the atomic scattering is
directly observed in laser absorption imaging. The optical collider has been characterized using 87 Rb atoms in the
jF  2; mF  2i state, but the scheme is not restricted to atoms in any particular magnetic substates and can readily
be extended to other atomic species as well. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 350.4855, 020.2070, 020.7010, 020.1475.

The scattering experiment has been described as the
most important experimental technique in quantum
physics [1]. Typical textbook treatments describe the
problem in terms of a beam impinging on a target: particles collide along a well-defined axis with respect to
which the angular scattering distribution of particles
is determined. Knowledge about collision properties of
neutral atoms at extremely low energies has been of crucial importance for developing the field of ultracold
atomic physics [2]. So far, the investigation of cold collisions has predominantly been carried out with atoms
stored in traps such as magneto-optical traps (MOTs),
pure magnetic traps, and far-off-resonance traps. As discussed in [2], collision studies in such traps are to a
certain extent hampered by the lack of a fixed collision
axis, masking anisotropic scattering. A few experiments
have realized collider-like collision geometries with ultracold atoms and demonstrated the power of angular
resolved detection of scattered atoms [3–6]. However,
these approaches have been severely limited in versatility. For example, the magnetic collider experiments
[4–6] were restricted to atoms in a weak magnetic field
seeking quantum states. Moreover, while the observed
quantum scattering interference was quite compelling
and showed the qualitative behavior expected from theory, the quantative results for scattering parameters that
could be extracted were not of high precision.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a collider for ultracold
atoms based on optical tweezer beams that guide and
accelerate [7] the atoms into collisions (see Fig. 1). Such
optical dipole traps for atoms rely on the electric dipole
interaction with far-off-resonant light [8], and a reddetuned Gaussian laser beam can provide strong radial
confinement for atoms. This surpasses the restrictions
of magnetic fields, which only provide confinement
for certain internal quantum states. In fact, a magnetic
field can now be used as a free external tuning parameter
for atomic interactions, such that magnetic Feshbach
resonances [9] may be explored in a parameter space
spanned by both magnetic field strength and collision
energy. Moreover, since the acceleration of atoms is
dictated directly by dynamical steering of laser beams,
the scheme offers exquisite control over the collision
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energy. In addition to opening up the perspective of laser
based colliders as a precision collision metrology tool,
this scheme may have the versatility for exploring Efimov
physics [10], probing strongly interacting gases [11], and
studying atom–dimer and dimer–dimer scattering near
Feshbach resonances [12] as recently proposed.
We begin our experimental sequence by cooling a sample of 87 Rb atoms in a MOT. After a compressed MOT and
molasses stage, atoms are optically pumped into the
jF  2; mF  2i state and captured by a magnetic quadrupole trap mounted on a motorized translation stage.
Using the translation stage, the atoms are shuttled to an
ultrahigh vacuum science cell and transferred into a
Ioffe–Pritchard magnetic trap [13], where they are cooled
to near the Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC) transition
using forced radio frequency evaporation. The resulting
ultracold sample is transferred into an optical crossedbeam trap. We load the dipole trap by turning on both
beams simultaneously over 100 ms and then turning
off the magnetic trap over 100 ms. Vertical and horizontal

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Collider configuration. The right vertical laser beam accelerates atoms toward target atoms in the
left crossed-beam trap. The resulting collisional halo is imaged
using absorption imaging. (b) Single frame excerpts of a movie
(Media 1) showing scattering from clouds in the collider (the
horizontal guide beam is extinguished when the atomic clouds
overlap so that the clouds and scattered atoms are allowed to
expand in free space).
© 2012 Optical Society of America
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trapping beams with optical powers of 360 and 600 mW,
focused to waists of 56 and 60 μm, respectively, are derived from a 1064 nm Yb fiber laser. Transfer efficiency
from the magnetic trap to the optical crossed-dipole trap
is 70%, and we typically load 2 × 106 atoms at 400 nK
To facilitate a collision, we first split the dipole trapped
cloud into two. We achieve this by passing the vertical trapping light through an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) driven by two independently controlled radio frequency sources. This gives rise to two independent
crossed-dipole traps along the axis of the horizontal trapping beam, which acts as a transport channel. Figure 1(a)
outlines the geometry. The optical layout used for splitting the Gaussian beam into two is similar to [14,15]. The
cloud splitting must be executed carefully to minimize
heating, and the beam power in each of the double-well
beams must be balanced to ensure that atoms are
evenly distributed between the two wells, as this maximizes the number of collision events. We split the cloud
using a trapezoidal acceleration profile in time. This
reduces sudden changes in acceleration (jerk), which
may excite oscillations. Figure 2 shows the resulting
S-shaped [16] beam position profile in time for the split
(first 100 ms). In the demonstration reported here, only
one well is displaced; the other (containing the target
cloud) remains at its original position. The moving
cloud is typically 150 nK hotter than the target cloud.
The moving laser beam power varies slightly depending
on the AOM driving frequency but remains within 17% of
600 mW during the acceleration phase; the maximum
beam separation of 386 μm is limited by the bandwidth
of the AOM, which is not an optimized deflector device. A
trap depth of 13 μK characterizes each well.
After the completion of the split, we hold the atoms
for 5 ms before the displaced cloud is accelerated back
toward the target atoms held in the stationary crossedbeam trap. The acceleration of the moving beam increases linearly with time at a rate that achieves the
desired final velocity at a beam separation of 130 μm.

At this separation, the two vertical beams have no
overlap and are both extinguished so that the accelerated
cloud can move ballistically along the horizontal guide
beam. The motion profile for the moving laser beam used
to accelerate the atoms is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 1(b)
(Media 1) shows absorption images of atoms during this
accelerating phase as well as the subsequent scattering
on impact, visible as a halo. With the main focus of this
Letter resting on the proof of concept for an optical collider, we shall not divert into a further analysis of the
scattering halo here; for the energies and conditions
encountered, the scattering is dominated by s-wave
events (i.e., an isotropic distribution).
To demonstrate the high degree of control the optical
collider implementation offers, Fig. 2 presents experimentally measured horizontal positions of moving clouds
at consecutive time points during and after the acceleration phase. For this data series, clouds were imaged after
0.5 ms time of flight (all beams are turned off) during the
acceleration phase in order to avoid resonant frequency
shifts when imaging the cloud. The measured positions
are in excellent agreement with the expected positions
(solid red cuve) when taking into account this time of
flight and that a cloud in the accelerating beam has an
equilibrium point offset from the beam center.
To further investigate the precision of our collider,
we perform multiple experimental realizations of different closely spaced final velocities of the moving cloud.
We determine the velocity that was achieved during a
given acceleration phase from the measured horizontal
positions after 10 ms time of flight for the moving atoms.
Figure 3 shows histograms of measured velocities for 20
realizations at three different set final velocities for the
accelerating laser beam. We can clearly reproduce and
resolve final velocities within 1 mm∕s. Indeed, this discrimination is presently limited by the resolution of our imaging system.
An important figure of merit for any collider is the maximum energy that particles can be accelerated to. It can
be shown that a moving beam of trap depth U 0 and beam
waist w0 can only support particles up to a maximum
acceleration of
amax 

2U 0
exp−1∕2;
w0 m

(1)

Fig. 2. (Color online) Displacement profile (separation and acceleration) for the moving vertical laser beam (dashed curve)
with respect to the stationary vertical beam (dash-dotted
curve). Points show the experimentally determined positions
of the moving cloud after 0.5 ms time of flight (the error bars
are smaller than the size of the marker). The horizontal blue line
indicates the position at which the vertical beams are switched
off, and the purple line is a linear fit to the cloud position with
increasing time of flight. The red curve shows the predicted
cloud position during the acceleration phase.

Frequency

where m is the particle mass. This can be illustrated
via the deformation of the effective potential experienced by a particle in an accelerating reference frame
traveling with the laser beam [see Fig. 4(a)]. For the laser
beam parameters reported, here we estimate amax 
27 m∕s2 . This agrees well with our experimental findings
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Measured cloud velocities when accelerating with three different jerks (red, green, blue).
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Rb, our setup comprises K as a species, and future
directions will include interspecies collisions and
studies of fermionic 40 K–40 K scattering at the p-wave
threshold.
We note that while completing this manuscript, angularly resolved, nontrivial scattering was reported for
“dressed” BECs colliding at energies below 1 μK [18].
This work was supported by Foundation for Research,
Science and Technology (FRST) Contract No. NERFUOOX0703.

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Effective potential in a reference
frame following a Gaussian laser beam at four different accelerations and (b) corresponding absorption images of clouds
(7 ms time of flight) after ramping to these accelerations.
The potentials are vertically offset for clarity. Cloud temperature is 250 nK.

[Fig. 4(b)], showing that atoms are lost out of the trap if
amax is exceeded during the acceleration phase. For an
acceleration increasing linearly in time from zero to
amax applied over a distance dsep , the final velocity is
νf 

q
3amax dsep ∕2:

(2)

Using the scheme and parameters outlined in the present
Letter, we obtain νf  9.8 cm∕s, which corresponds to a
collision energy (center of mass frame) of ∼50 μK as
measured in units of the Boltzmann constant. This corresponds well with the maximum energies achieved in our
present setup. Equation (2) shows that the collider energy grows linearly with dsep . We are presently upgrading
our collider with a dedicated acousto-optic deflector
device, which, in conjunction with counteraccelerating
the two clouds and increasing the optical powers of the
tweezer beams (thereby increasing U 0 ), should take us
into the millikelvin regime.
In conclusion, we have characterized an ultracold
atom collider based on moving laser tweezers that offers
eminent control in manipulating and accelerating atomic
clouds. In conjunction with recent progress on direct simulation Monte Carlo methods applied to the Boltzmann
equation in the quantum collision regime [17], we expect
our laser based accelerator scheme to develop into a high
precision tool for collision metrology. In addition to
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